HAZARD COLUMN PROTECTORS (PRODUCT CODE: WH/100 RANGE)
KEY FEATURES – ABSORBS LOW SPEED IMPACT – PREVENTS ACCIDENTAL
DAMAGE - FAST ON SITE ASSEMBLY
Warehouse rail is a comprehensive range of rails, uprights and fixings. The spring steel
uprights give that important flexibility that absorbs low speed impact. Designed to work
in warehouse environments and external applications to prevent accidental damage to
service installations such as ducting for air conditioning, rainwater pipes and lighting
columns.
Customised column protection is manufactured in various diameter sizes and layouts
to suit your site.
WH/1
WH/2

Warehouse Rail Column Protector (2 rails)
Smart U channel (3 rails)

The spring barriers are designed to absorb impacts from slow moving traffic and
recover. They also reduce the effects of ‘shock’ through concrete decks on multi-storey
car parks.
The column protectors can be used for both internal and external applications and are
finished to a high corrosion proof standard. Simple assembly and installation makes the
column protectors very adaptable.
Choice of sizes: The steel column protectors are rolled in a wide range of sizes for the
internal diameter from 400mm. The spring steel legs as standard are 610mm high and
each leg has a fixing bolt for a 16mm anchor bolt.
The steel column protectors have concealed fixing/joint to reduce the risk of
accidental vehicle damage as well as protecting your property.

SPECIFICATION
Steel:
Steel ranges between 7.75 and 8.05 g/cm
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(0.280–0.291 lb/in ).
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Components are first immersed in an acid de-greasing
agent to remove surface contaminants, this process at
ambient temperature, removes mill scale and rust.
Components are rinsed to remove acid residues before
being immersed in flux, which ensures effective flow of
zinc over the steel surfaces.

Colour Options
Galvanised finish

Size Options
From 400mm internal diameter

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Can I fit these steel column protectors on my asphalt covered car
park?
Yes the steel column protectors can be fixed to asphalt or concrete
surfaces. Each protector has 4 fixing points (one per leg) for M16 anchor
bolts.
Will the steel column protector fit around the lighting column?
Yes each steel ring is split and is supplied with a concealed steel joint for
fast and trouble free assembly. The steel legs are designed to absorb
low speed impact.
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